
‘Oct. 7: Part 2’ – Israel expects Ramadan terror
  February 28, 2024

“This is the main goal of Hamas, it is being amplified by Iran and Hezbollah,” said
Defense Minister Yoav Gallant.

By World Israel News Staff

Defense Minister Yoav Gallant said that terror groups are seeking to leverage the upcoming
Ramadan as an opportunity for further terror attacks targeting Israel.

The groups are looking to take advantage of increased Muslim sensitivity towards perceived
Israeli aggressions during the monthlong Islamic festival, he said.

“Hamas’s main goal is to take Ramadan, with an emphasis on the Temple Mount and
Jerusalem, and turn it into the second phase of their plan that began on October 7,” said
Gallant.

“This is the main goal of Hamas, it is being amplified by Iran and Hezbollah,” he continued.

“We must not give Hamas what it has not been able to achieve since the beginning of the
war and converge the combat fronts.”

In what appeared to be a jab at Public Security Minister Itamar Ben-Gvir, Gallant added that
“irresponsible statements from people who are supposed to be responsible” could further
stoke tensions.

 Arab protesters wave Hamas flags after Friday prayers during the month of Ramadan at the Al Aqsa Mosque on the Temple

Mount in Jerusalem, April 22, 2022. (Jamal Awad/Flash90)
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Ben-Gvir has proposed barring the entry of Palestinian Authority residents and Israeli
Muslims under the age of 60 from the Temple Mount during Ramadan.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has reportedly agreed to that policy, though his office
refused to officially confirm or deny his acceptance of the ban.

  RASHIDA TLAIB ATTENDS EVENT WITH HAMAS DEFENDER

Shin Bet officials have expressed concern over restricting access to the Temple Mount
during the holiday, asserting that it could stoke Muslim ire and spark violent pushback from
Israeli Arabs.

Gallant implied that terror groups are seemingly hoping for a repeat of the mass Arab Israeli
rioting during the 2021 Guardian of the Walls fighting.

At least three Jews were murdered by Arab rioters during that conflict, with near nightly
disturbances in mixed Arab-Jewish cities including Haifa, Akko, Jaffa, and Lod.

During the ongoing Swords of Iron War, there has not been significant public opposition from
Israeli Arabs.

Several dozen of those killed on Oct. 7 were from Arab Bedouin communities in the southern
Negev desert.
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Jill

Reply

− ⚑

8 hours ago

Announce to the muslims that if there are any disturbances and attacks against Jews , then they will
all be expelled from Israel and that includes Judea, Samaria and Gaza. Abuse continues only if you
allow it to. Stand up for your rights Israel!

 17  0

Conservative American

Reply

− ⚑

9 hours ago

You can count on it! It will not only be in Israel, but all over The World. Anywhere Scumbag Fanatic
Muslims live, there will be acts of terror.

 11  0

Yaffa  

Reply

− ⚑> Conservative American

5 hours ago

We now have a minyan. Since so many of them are barbarians, They only understand that
kind of force against them.

 1  0

Beemed Up  − ⚑

7 hours ago
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Reply

7 hours ago

Absolutely restrict access !! The Muslim Arabs are not coming there to pray, they are coming to riot
and see how violent they can get. They can all kneel down and worship Mohammed on a carpet in
their homes.

 9  0

VTS  

Reply

− ⚑> Beemed Up

6 hours ago

Don't allow their mullah to spread hate among their followers.

 4  0

Don Spilman  

Reply

− ⚑> VTS

5 hours ago

All MUZSLIME wake up in the morning every day �lled with hate, it is embedded in
their horrid “religion”!

 1  0

cammo99

Reply

− ⚑

5 hours ago

I wonder if the stupid Jihadi terrorists have thought it through. The State of Israel is waging total war
on Hamas for what they did October 7th, this is probably the worst time for them to test Israel's
resolve. And to count on Western resolve as long as Biden is in its a coin toss for lack of leadeship.

 5  0

mamadoc  

Reply

− ⚑

6 hours ago

Muslims seem always to have it backward. Ramadan is supposedly a month of fasting and dedication
and holiness. Muslims turn it into a killing fest against us, their "age old enemies." How about we of
the Jewish faith simply batter them for an entire month, totally wiping out Hamas and Hezbollah, if
possible? Perhaps that will send the survivors back to the mosques to pray, not to kill. And, no, I don't
think this will happen, unfortunately.

 5  0

Tj Johnson  

Reply

− ⚑

7 hours ago

D*mned if you do, and d*mned if you don't, so maybe do the SMART thing?...

 3  0

VTS  

Reply

− ⚑> Tj Johnson

6 hours ago

Yep. Israel should start developing immunity to the opinions expressed by so called
"International community".

 3  0

mrtambourineman  − ⚑> VTS

4 hours ago

Hear! Hear!
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Matt Dellon  

Reply

− ⚑

5 hours ago

The biggest threat to humanity is not the Moslems, it is the western elites who kowtow and appease
them.

 2  0

Don Spilman  

Reply

− ⚑> Matt Dellon

5 hours ago

You are correct, if there was a will to suppress izslime it would be done! Right now ALL the m
s m LIARS constantly cover their deadly evil agenda! Actually the elites are using the
muzslime to cause constant havoc and lots of death because they want the population
vastly reduced!

 0  0

Denise Waterford

Reply

− ⚑

7 hours ago

Now's the time to use deadly force. The �rst Pali that gets within a thousand meters of the Temple
Mount - BOOM!!

 2  0

AJL  

see more

Reply

− ⚑

5 hours ago

When we were led into the gas chamber,
YOU said nothing.
When we were forcibly converted,
YOU said nothing.
When we were thrown out of a country
just for being Jews,
YOU said nothing.
When we now defend ourselves
all of a sudden,
YOU have something to say.
How did we take our revenge
on the Germans for their Final Solution?
How did we take revenge
on the Spanish for their Inquisition?
How did we take revenge
on Islam for being Dhimmis?
How did we take revenge
on the lies of the Protocols of Zion?
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Don Spilman  − ⚑

5 hours ago
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Reply

What to expect during ram a damn??? Oh let’s see: stupidity-EVIL- ugliness-
violence- death-torture-murder- etc… in other words just a slight increase in horror and cruelty in any
of the muzslime nations. MUZSLIME are such nasty creepy freaks!

 1  0

Yaffa  

Reply

− ⚑> Don Spilman

5 hours ago

Or is it Ram a ram?

 1  0

Don Spilman  

Reply

− ⚑> Yaffa

4 hours ago

I most often call it ram it down because the nasty devils use the entire month
ramming izslime down the throat of the entire world! ALL MUZSLIME are horrid
creatures!

 1  0

gerald m. serlin  

Reply

− ⚑

6 hours ago

Access to the Temple Mount by Arabs should be blocked by explosives, with clear signs that no
person is to cross due to explosive charges in the area. Jews can be allowed to enter at a different
place.

 1  0

Alexander Harold Hersh  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago  edited

We Jews need to take back Har HaBayit - the Temple Mount - NOW! If not now, when?

 0  0

blog2038  

Reply

− ⚑

4 hours ago

"‘Oct. 7: Part 2’ – Israel expects Ramadan terror"
---
May 'Oct 7: Part 2' become 'Oct 7: The payback'

 0  0

mrtambourineman  

Reply

− ⚑

4 hours ago

What a sick religion that turns holy holidays into to times of more violence. Could you imagine Yom
Kippur or Christmas to be green lights for terrorism?
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Jill Abbott
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Two words: sarin gas.
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